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Abstract. We consider one-way nondeterm&tic machices which h~.e counters allowed to hold 
positive 07 negative integers and i:hich accept b>t final state with all counters zero. Such machines 
are called blind if therr action depends on state and input alone and not on the counter 
conf@ration. They are partially blind if they block :phen any counter is negati\.e (i.e., only 
nonnegative counter contents are permissible) but do nut know +vh,rther or not any of the 
counters contain zero. B!;nd multicounter machines are equivalent i;n power to the reversal 
bcrinded multicounter machines of Baker and Book [ 11, and for both blind and reversal bounded 
mlllticounter machines, the quasirealtinle fb,nily is as powertui as ths full family. The family of 
languages accepted by blind multicounter machines is the least inlersection cls>ed semiAFL 
containing {u”b”lrr aO} and also the least intersection closed >en-iAFi containing the two-sided 
Ioyck set on one letter. Blind multicounter machines are strict]? less powerful than quasirealtime 
pnrtially blind multicounter machines. Quasirealtime partially blind multicounter machines 
accept he family of computation state sequences or Petri net Ial\puages which is equal to the least 
inte,rsectiun closed semiAFL containing the one-sided Dyck set Jn one letter but ih n.jt a principal 
semiAFL. FQr partially blind multicounter Eachil?zb,, as opposecl ;3 blind machines, linear time i\ 
mo&,powerful than quasirealtime. Assuml,lg that the reachab lit? problem for vecror addition 
syst$s is decidabl- (161, partially blind multicounter machines acxpt only recursive c;ets and do 
not .bccep! eve.1 {n”b”ln a:}*, and quasirealtime partially blind Inulticounter machines are less 
pow\.rful t4an general quasirealtime multicokni2.r rirachines. 
In this paper, we shall consider only nondeterministic on-line acceptors. that is, 
nondetc rlinistic acceptors with a one-wq input tape read strictly from left to 
right. 
We regard a cqunter as an arithmetic register c,>nttiining an integer WLJI ma) hc 
positive, zero or negatisye. In one step, a multicounter macliine may increment or 
decremer,t a counter by a Fxed amount. For most models, adding or subtractmg 1 
or 0 SUITES, SO we shal&q this ctlnveniiuil. The action or choice of actions of the 
machine is determined by the input symbol currently scanned, the state of the 
machine, and the F.ign of each counter: positive, negative or zero. The maclhine 
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starts with all counters empty and accepts if it reaches adesignated fit31 state with 
all counters empty (containing Sj. 
Unlin~itedl two counter ‘machines accept all recursively enumerable languages 
[lq]. J$abwever, various restrictions on the amount of time or space allowed or on 
the permissible actions of the machine produce proper subclasses of the family of 
recursive languages <cf. f1,6,lOJj. 
We can also restrict he amount of information regarding its counters available to 
a mufticounter machine, We call such a machine Mnd if it is allowed no informa- 
tion regardigg the co!xlition of its counters; that is, the same action or choice of 
action is available regardless ;>i rhti sign or size of the counters. Such madhines 
(called storage independent in [9]) are not powerless. For example, a blind one- 
state one-counter machine can accept he set L1 of strings in {a, b}” containing equa: 
numbers of u’s and b’s @he two-sided Dyck set on one letter) by simply aclding-l fz 
each a read and subtracting 1for each h: if the counter is initially zero, it returns to 
zero precisely when the number of 4’s and b’s are equal. We shall show (Theorem 3) 
that no su& machine can accept he subset &2 of L 1 consisting of strings w in L1 such 
that every prefix of w has no more B’s than u’s (i.e., the one-sided Dyck set on one 
letter). 
l We shah show (Theorem 2) that one-way nondeterministic blind multicounter 
n:achines are equivalent in accepting power to the one-way nondeterministic 
reversal-bounded multicounter machines of Baker and Book [l] and for bott 
classes of machines restriction to quasirealtime does not limit the accepting power. 
This somewhat strengthens the result of Baker and Book [l],, who showed this for 
restriction to linear time. The class of languages accepted by these machines is thus 
the least intersection closed semiAFL containing { a “b” In 3 0). 
.4 patially blind machine is ~!ao blind and in addition must have nonnegative 
counter. contents; should any co azter go negative, no further transitions are 
allowed and the machine is blocked. While blind machine!; know nothing about 
their couirters bat can drive them below zero, partialiy blind machines cannot use 
nonnegative inlegers but do know something about their counters, namely, that 
they are nonnegative, 9~ d can learn that they are nonzero (subtract 1 and add 2) 
but cannot determine whether the, are zero. Partially b1in.d m?:lticounter machines 
are s,trictly more powerful than bii*!d niachines since they can accept the one-sided 
Dyck set on one letter (TIizorem 3). Unlike the situation with blind machines, for 
partially blind one-way nondeterministic multicounter machines, linear time is 
rnorc :. :wesful than quasirealtime (Theorem 4). Quasirealtime partially blind 
machines define the family of computation state sequences or Petri net languages 
which is thus the least intersection closed semiAFL containing L2 but is not 
a principal semiAFL (Theor,?m 5. Using the claimed decidability of the reacha- 
bi!ity problem for vector additron systems [ 161, we observe that one-way 
* ForasetA ofsttings,A*={e)u{x1. .x, In> - 1, xi E A}, where e is the empty string. 
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nondeterministic partially blind multicounter machines with no time restriction 
define only recursive languages and hence cannot accept ({a’%” 1~ L O})*, so the 
c,uasirealtime subfamily has a decidable emptiness problem and is strictly less 
powerful than the .family of quasirealtime one-way nondetermanistic multicounter 
. machines {Theorem 6). 
‘We start by defining multicounter machines and the 1arTguages the”y accept. Let Z 
5e the set of integers (positive, negative and zero> and Iet N be the subset of 
nonnegative integers. Let sgn( x) = 1,O or - 1 as x > 0, x = 0, or ,Y < 0, respectively. 
Let e denote the empty string; input e corresponds to a. move that doe2 riot a&/ezec 
the input tape. 
Defia3tion. A k-counter machine M = (K, C. 8, 90, F) consists of a finite set K of 
states, a designated initial state Q, a designated subset F’ of final or accepfirsg 
states, a finite input alphabet 2” and a transition function S from K x (2 u {e)) x 
(0, 1, - 1)” into subsets of K X (0, 1, -1)“. An rnstantaneous description (ID) of M is 
a member of li=Xx*XZk. If (q’, u’, . _. , uk) is in 6(4, d, 21, ,. . , r!;,) and 
(4, aw, ~1,. . . , yk) is an ID with sgn( ui )= sgn(y; j, k i Sk, then we write 
(4,aw,y’*b.., y+(q), w. yl + ul,. . . , y& + uk). If a = e, this is an e-moue. For a;ly 
ID I, we write It-‘1. If IDI l-ID* and ID;: I-“IDJ, we write ID+“” IDJ. If 
IDI t-‘?D2 for any n >, 0, we call it an n-step computation and write ID’ t-* IDZ; if 
ID1 = (llo, w, 0, . . . , 0) and ID2 = (4, e, 0, . . . , 0) for any cl in F, it is an accepting 
computation for w. The language accepted by M is 
L(M)- (w in C* 1 M has an accepting comp’ltation for w). 
We shall di:al primarily with machines restricted to operate in realtime or linear 
. 
time, 
Definition. A k-sloullter machine M = (K. C, 6, qO, F) accepts L in linear time with 
lrnear ,%wtor d If L = L(M) and for any w in L there is an accepting n-step 
computation 4th n s d h4ax (1~1, 1).2 Machine M is quasirealtime of delay d if 
whenever (q,e, yl,. . . , ~&-~(q’,e, y’l,. . , , y;), u s d; it is realtime if it is of delay 
0. 
We designate the various families of languages as follows. 
Definitioa. Let 
k-COUNTER(n) = {L 1 There is a quasirealtirne k-counter machine accepting E} 
k-COb_JNTER(lin)= (LJ There is a k-counter machine accepting L in tinear 
time), 
COUNTER(fl) = Uk k-COUNTER(n), 
COUP3TER(lin) = Uk k -COUNTER(lin). 
’ For a string w, jw] 1s the length of w. 
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+ ‘We rest&tour machines to be “‘blind” by forcing identical action for all counter 
configurations, and restrict them to be “partially blind” b’y not allowing transitions 
for negative counters and by forcing other transitions to ignofe counter contends. I. 
. , .’ I 
_ , 
-De&ition. A k-counter machine M = (K, C, S, 90, F) is blind if for each 4 in K, u 
in C w(e), 6(q, CL, ~1,. . L, uk)G(q, a, VI,. . . , vk) for all ui, tsd in (0, 1, -1). A k- 
counter machine M = (K, C, 8, @) is partially blirad if_(l j for all q in K, a in 
2‘uMS(q,s,ui,..., uk)= 4 whenever any ui is -&d ‘2) for each q in K, a in 
C u(e), S(q, a, UI, . . + , uk)= S(q, a, VI, . . . , vk) for all ui, vi ! 9 (0, 11. d, 
Debitiola, Let 
BLIND = (L(M) j M is a blind multicounter machine). 
BLIND(n) = (L(M) 1 A4 is a quasirealtime blind multicounter machine}, 
PBLIND = {L(M) 1 A4 is a partially blind multicounter machine}, 
k-PBLIND(n) = (L(M) 1 A4 is a quasirealtime par Gaily blind k-counter 
machine}, 
PBLIND(n) = 1 Jk k-PBLIND(n), 
BLIND(lin) = {L 1 L is accepted in linear time by a blind multicounter‘machine), 
and 
PBLIND(lin) = {L 1 L is accepted in linear time by a partially blind multicountes 
machine). 
Thus, if A4 is blind we can write its transition function 6 as simply a function on 
K x (2 u(e)). If it is partially blind, then should any counter go negative, no further 
transitions are defined and the machine is blocked So in this case too, one can 
consider the transition function as a function of state and input alone, with a 
negative counter equivalent to a block. Notice that condition (1) in the definition OE 
a partially blind machine would by itself cause no loss in power. 
We now define the reversal bounded machines. In general, a reversal bounder 
tape of any type has a bound on the number of times its reed-write head can change 
direction; a reversal bounded counter has a bound on the number of times it car 
switch from incrementing to decrementing the counter. For convenience, we shah 
use a bound of 1; justification for this further restriction appears in [I]. Thus, a 
reversal bounded counter will be one which can never be incremented once it is 
decremented. 
De&$tin. .% k-counter machine A4 = (K, 2, 6, qo, F) is reversal bourtded if for any 
counter i, 1 s i < k, and any c,;rbcomputation 
!clo, w, 0 , * l . ,O)t-*“(1, WI, y1, l l * , y+*cqz, M, Xl, l l * , x&-*((139 w39z1, l - ’ 9 a) 
if yi >~i, then pi 2 Zi. 
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1 C)efinitiion. Let 
RBC = {L(M) 1 M is a reversal bounded multicounter machine), 
XBC(n)={L(M) 1 M is a quasirealtime reversal bounded Illu w”!ticounter machine). 
RBC(lin) = {L(M) 1 Th ere is a reversal bounded multicounter machine accepting 
L in linear time;}. 
First we estabhish that RBC = RBC(lin) = RBC(n) = BLIND(n ) = BLIND(lin) = 
BLIfiD (i.e., for reversal bounded machines quasirealtime suffices and such 
machines are equivalent to quasirealtimc blind multicounter machines). Along the 
way, we shall use algebraic or operator characterizatior?s of our families of 
languages, so we next define semiAFLs. 
Definition; A semiAFL is a family of languages containing at least one language not 
C# or (e} and closed under union, nonerasing homomorphism, inverse homomor- 
phism and intersection with regular sets. A f&Z semiAFL is a semiAFL closecl under 
arbitrary homorphism. An AFL (fu,Z AFL) is a sckAFL (full semiAFL) c!osed 
under concatenation and Kleene *- .3 For a language L, the least serniAFL contain- 
ing L is dtnoted by A(L) and &led a principal semiAFL; the least intersection 
closed se.%iAFL containing L is denoted by J&-,(L). 
Definitbn. For a family of languages 2, 
i@(L) = {h(L) 1 L E 2, ?i 8 homomorphism}, 
%lin (2) = {h(L) 1 L E 9, h a homomorphism linearly bounded on L}. 
Each of our families can be expressed as the least intersection closed semiAFL 
containing a certain language and thus they are “principal” as intersection closed 
semiAFLs although they are not principal semiAFLs. Let # &v) be the nlllmber of 
u’s in w and similarly for # b (w ). 
Definitha. Let Lo = {a “b n In 2 0}, 
L,=(w in{a, b)” 1 #,(w)= #b(w)}, 
and 
Techmques in [8,9, aqd lo] show that RBC(n) is the least intcrstction closed 
semiAF!, containing Lo, BLIND(n), the least intersection closed sernlAFL 
corkaining L1, PBLIND(n) the !ez.st intersectiz-: t ttrscd h,emiAFL containing I_-. 
and CCWNTER(n), the least intersection closed semiAFL containing h.7 
’ Meene + is the operation taking a language L into L ’ L= LL” 
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*(e@valently, COUNTER(n) is the least intersection closed AFL containing Lz). 
‘&he “c’~ in the generator for COUNTER(n) indicates that counter machines can 
test whether or not a counter is 0 while partially blind counter machines can know 
splli .th&t a counter is nonnegative ( R &) a # &x) for ny in Lz) and that it is zero 
at the end (# &v) = # &v)). The class of languages accepted by any “reasonable” 
familyof machines consists of the homomorphic images of the languages accepted 
by the? @rasi$ealtime subfamily [7], so PBLIND = &(PBLIND(n)). Linear time 
bounds on the machines correspond to linearly bounded homomorphisms on the 
languages, (cf. [ 3,4, S]), so RBC(lin) = %?*‘“(.H&& We summarize. 
Theorem 1. \ I .’ 
(a) RBC(n) = &,(Lo) 
(bj BLIND(n)=&&) 
and RBC(lin) = SV* (M&o)), 
and BLIND(lin) = %‘lin (M& 1)), 
(c) PBLIND (n) = &(Lt) a;ld PBLIND(lin) = %‘lin @&(Lz)), 
(d) COUNTER(n) = &(Ls). 
We use two lemmas to establish RBC = RBC(n) = BLIND. 
Lemma 1. BLIND(n) c RBC(n) 
Proof. Theorem 1 indicates that it suffices to show that L1 is in RBC(n). Obviously, 
L1 is in RBC(lin) since one need only count the u’s on one counter and the b’s on 
the other and then compare the two counters by zeroing them at the end. The trick 
is to show that this can be done in quasirealtime, and in fact with delay 0, by adding 
another counter. The reversal bounded delay 0 3-counter machine M accepting L2 
behaves as follows. First M guesses whether the number of u’s will be odd or even 
and, if even, whether it *will read half the a’s before it receives half the b’s or 
whether half the b’s will appear before half the a’s. Let us first consider the even 
case and describe M’s behavior when it guesses that half the a’s will arrive first; the 
transitions for the other case are obtained by using new states and exchanging the 
roles of a and b. Initially, M adds 1 to counters 1 and 2 for each a read, and 1 to 
counter 3 for each b. At so~me point, M has read n a’s and guesses that this is half 
the total number of a’s to be read. Then it still adds 1 to counter 3 for each b read 
but now for each a read, subtracts 1 from counter 1. Next, after reading m b’s, M 
guesses that it has read half. the b’s in the input. From now on, M will be in 
accepting states only and so M will accept precisely when all counters are 0. Now M 
subtracts 1 from counter I fcr each a and subtracts 1 from counters 2 and 3 for 
each b. All counters will be 0 when M has read 2n u’s (so counter 1 is empty) and 
2m b’s (so counter 3 is empty) and n = m (so counter 2 is empty). Thus M accepts 
all words with equal even numbers of a’s and b’s. To handle the case where the 
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Ilumber of a’s is odd, 1M performs the same actions except that fcr the first a and 
the first b, it leaves the counters alone. Cl 
Now we show that BLIND(linjc BLIND(n). This proof is more complicated. 
The basic idea is to mo1.e aroldnd ‘“small oops” to convert a linear time machine to 
a quasirealtime one. 
Lemma 2, BLIND(linj c BLIND(n). 
Proof. Let A4 = (K, C, S, qo, Fj be a blind multicounter machine and r 2 2 an 
integer such that if A4 accepts a word w it has an accepting computation for w 
which takes at most r Max (1, 1~1) steps. For each subset S of states, we construct a 
blind quasirealtime counter machine A& such that L(iW= UscK~(fidsj. Since 
BLIND(n) is closed under union, this will suPFice. 
The machine A& simulates only computatiolts ;clf M passing through every state 
of S. The finite state control of A& records which states ha\ e been entered at least 
once and so A& will not accept unless all states of S have been entered at least once. 
If a given computation of A4 passes through a state 4, then if pMs simulates that 
COmputatioil plus any “loop” of consecutive moves of M passing from 4 to q on 
e-moves (:.e., no input read), A& is still simulating a legitimate (though perhaps not 
accepting) computation for the same input. Further, since A4 is blind, its moves do 
not depend on the counter configuration and switching an action from one part of 
the computation to another will not cause a ‘-block”. In particular, if 4 is in S and 
we move an e-loop around 4 to a different position in a co,mputaticjn of MS, then 
A& is still simulating a legitimate computation of M and can accept if it ends in an 
accepting state with all counters zero. To make MS quasirealtime, we move the 
e-loops to follow the reading of input. 
To each state 4 in K we can associate a finite (possibly empty) set of “small” 
loops, LOOP(q), tF?t is, subco;nputations of 34 consisting of consecutive e-moves 
in A4 (i.e., no inoutj from CJ back to 4 in at most # K steps.” 
So A& .<imu:ates a computation of M passing through all states in S. After eqch 
real input (ifi .,ij, it may simulate up to t - 1 (but no more) loops in LOOP(q) for 
any 4 in S. Since the computation must pass through 4 at some point, this! is 
lej+;itimatc In recording the states passed through, if a loop fl-om LOOP(q) is 
simulated “out of order”, i.e., when 4 is not actually the xrrwv ctatt, the states in 
the loop, including 4 itseli”, are it recorded at that time. In addition to simulating 
the moves of M on real input and the loops from LOOP(q), MS is also allowed to 
simulate, before real input, up to # K’+ r (but no more) moves of M on e input in 
‘he order of the actual computation. Hence, MS is of delay at most r( # K )‘+ r and 
so qu;isi;ealtime. Since A& is simulating only legitimate computations of M, 
although perhaps in a different order. L(Ms) is a subset of L(M). 
4 For a finite slet A, #.4 is the number of members of A. 
?$jJji&$ 3j’L::-++ri ,’ ’ ,&_’ ., -pi -1 :$;.j& G”“it$&h , 
’ .’ ,‘:‘;^<k _,,-,” ,* ‘/ ” / i 
, 1, 
. .i ,,!“j. A:..: , *.>, ! 1 
T i -“,, I, I_., 
’ ,‘?gf @~&&$&& thkn by.hypothesis it does so in- nome computation of r steps or , . 
&ss a& so e--will bi in some L(Ms). If M accepts ‘r3 nonempty word w, it has some 
ajp@ng &ompu+ti+ C for w which takes at most rlw 1 steps. Sutih a cgmputation 
,~h&&&+&$ -e-G&ves~perreal,.ifiput mope, Any sequence of #*K e-moya in a 
&Ftintirin9 ‘,&‘loop of #K, or fewer stkps. Divide the e-moves irt C into such 
loo$s.%et S1 be the set of entry states for such loops (a loop from q tQ q has entry 
state 4) and let S2 be the states C passes through outside of these loops. Let 
S I S1 u&z and le_t C’ be C with these loops excised. Thus MS will have a 
computation which simulates C’ btit after each real inpu.t simulates up to r - 1 more 
-1Oops fro& C-c’ until all 100~s ‘have been simulated. So A& accepts w. Thus 
LW) --&ix WW. 0 
Theorem 2. RBC = RBC(lin) = RBC(n) = BLIND(n) = BLIND(lin) - BLIND. 
Proof. Lemmas 1 and 2 and our definitions yield: 
BLIND(lin) E BLIND(g) G RBC(:n ) s RBC(lin) s RBC. , 
Baker and Book [l] showed that RBC z RBC(lin). Clearly LO is in &@,I) (&, = 
a*b* u L1) so by Theorem 1, RBC(lin)E BLIND(lin). Thus: 
BLIND(lin) c BLIND(n) E RBC(n ) E RBC(lin) c RBC E RBC(lin) 
c BLIND(lin), 
so equality holds everywhere, which completes the proof. q 
Now we show that blind multicounter machines are strictly less powerful than 
quasirealtime partially blind multicounter machines. - 
Thearem 3. BLIND s PBLIND(n). 
Proof. ‘Tt is known that J&1&) and .M(&) are incomparable [2], so our algebraic 
characterization of BLIND(e) will not suffice without further work. However, LO is 
obviously in d(L2) (Lo = Lz u a”b*), so by Theorem 1, RRC(n) E PBLIND(n) and 
by Theorem 2, BLIND E PBLIND(n ). 
WP, compiete the proof by showing that Lz is not in BLIND. As in the proof of 
Lemma 2, we notice that blind machines are indifferent to their counter contents 
until the end, when the counters must be zero for acceptance. So if the moves of an 
accepting computation can be written C: CI &C&‘.& where C2 and C4 start in 
state p and end in state 4, the3 C’: C C C 1 4 &Cs is also an accepting comp:litatic;n. 
Suppose Lz = L(M) for a blind kmcounter machine M = (K, (a, b}, 6, 40, F;. Let 
n = 9%. Consider the following word in Lz. 
W=&a2b’wesr; ‘u--a b a b me b . n2+1 n2+1 n1+2 n2+2 r15+3 n2+3 
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Let C be an accepting computation of M on w. Let Ai be the subcomputation of C 
cn ai and Bi the subcomputation on 6’. Let Bi start with state pi and end with state 
q;. Since there are only n* distinct pairs of states, we must have pi = pl+s and 
qi = qi+s for some i’s with 2 G i < i +s G n2 + 2. SO, ‘exchanging Bi and Bi+z, we 
obtain ar Jther accepting computation of A-2 
C:AIB, l l l Ai-IBi-IAiBi+s l l l Ai+,B, * l * A, 2+3Bn2+3 
Jvhich accepts 
which is no’ in L2. This is a contradiction, co L2 is not in BLIND. El 
We observe that, unlike the case for blirg machines, partially blind machines can 
do more in linear time than in yuasirep!time. In fact, there is a language accepted in 
linear time by a partially blind multicounter machine but hot accepted in quasireal- 
time by any multicounter machine. 
Theor$.tm 4. 
PBLIND(n) S; PBLIND(lin) c_ PBLIND, 
and 
PBLIND(lin)- COUNTER(n) # $. 
Proof. laor a word w in l{O, I}*, let V(W) be the integer of which w is the binary 
expression. Let 
L = {wcO”lm s v(w), w in l(0, 1)“). 
We construct a Gartially blind Z-counter machine A.4 L= (K, (0, 1, c}, 6. qo, (ft. f:}) to 
accept L in linear time with linear factor 8. Machine M tries to implement a 
standard algorithm for transkcing w into v(w) and after reading c. compare!; nz 
against its guess, A, for v(Y~~) and then tries to zero the: counters. The crux of the 
conversion algorithm is tc, gs from a configuration with 3: in one counter to one with 
2s in the ;lthet: bya subroutine which subtracts 1 from the counter and adds 2 to the 
second for s sleps until the first counter is zero. Since M is partially blind, it can 
only guess when the first counter is empty and this subroutine ccmplete. If all 
guesses for each app!Acation of the subroutine are correct, A = v(is j. Otherwise, 
A G V(W). I et K = (40) u {Si, qi, Qi, bi, pi+ fi Ii = i * 2). WC: describe F a:, a function cji‘ 
state and Input (or e) alone. I .et 
r’i(qo, 1)= {(ql, 1. O,i, (61, 1. 0)) 
,4ql, 1)={(~1,0, l)}, S(ql,O)={(qi. -1, ik 
S(& e)={(&, 0, l), (qz,O, l), (ho, O)L WL e>= {(&I, - L 1 k 
~%h d= a(h, c j= {(PI, 0, 0)}, S(bl, 0) = S(bl. 1) = ((bi, ‘i, 0)). 
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The transitions for the states with subscript 2 are obtained from those with sub- 
script 1 by exchanging subscripts 1and 2 and the instructions for counters 1 and 2. 
E@ewhere, S is undefined. After reading c, 1M enters a state pi with an integer A in 
~u+@,:v$t!,-~1 s A s V(W); for 1M to accept, the other counter must be 0. Then 1M 
sub&acts m from A, bloc!<ing if m :> A. Finally, M can zero counter i and end in 
stats fi. So L[M)e L. On the other hand, let y = wcOm be in L and let binary m 
have r s lw) digits. If r = Iw 1, then M has an accepting computation in which it 
correctly converts w into Y(W) in V(W) steps, then reads c, reads 0” subtracting m 
from V(W) in m steps, and zeroes the counters in another v(w)-m steps. Sin#:e 
Ye 2 Max (m, 1), M accepts y in at most 41~1 steps. Now suppose I < I w I. Then 
M has an accepting computation in which it correctly converts the leftmost r + 1 
digits of w into an integer t, m S t 4 4 Max (m, l), in t steps and then uses the bi 
states to read up through c without altering the counters, finally comparing m to t 
and zeroing the counters in t steps. Hence, M accepts y in at most 81~ 1 steps. So L is 
in PBLIND(:in). 
If L were in COUNTER(n), it would be accepted with delay d by some k- 
counter machine M. For Iw I = n, M can have at most (dn + n + @ distinct counter 
configurations as it reads c and hence for sonic r, at most t Mas(n*, 3) total 
configurations. But M must accept 2”-’ words WCO~(~) with Iw I = n. Hence, there 
must be words ~1, w2,lwJ = 1~21, and v(w& Y(w~), such that M has accepting 
computations for WACO”, i = I,2 which are in the same total configuration upon 
reading c. So M accepts w~cO~(~‘~), a contradiction. Thus, L is in PBLIND(lin)- 
COUNTER (n). 0 ’ 
We close by considering whether PBLIND contains nonrecursive se% and 
whether PBLIND(n) equals COUNTER(n). For this purpose, we appeal to the 
connection with Petri net languages and the claimed decidability of the reachability 
problem fcr :Jector dadition systems [16]. 
We define our Petri net machines to resemble counter maehines as closely as 
possible. 
IMinition. A k-place Pet.6 net machine M = (k, C, T, F) consists of a finite number 
k of places, a finite set C of input symbols, a subset F E (1, . . . , k} of accepting 
places, qnd a finite set T c Nk x C x Nk of labelled transitions. An instantaneous 
description (ID) of M is a member of .X* X Nk; in ID (w, nl, . . . , nk), we call w the 
input to be processed and ni the number of tokens in place i. If 
(ul,. . . , uk9 a9 %. . . , uk) is in T, a is in 2 and (aw, y 1, . . . , yk) is an ID such that 
Ui S yi for all i, lz5Zk, then we write (aw,yl,. . . ,yk)t+v,(y~-.uI)+ 
01, q . . I) (yk - uk) + vk) and speak of this move as “firing (~1, . . . , uk, a, VI, . . . , vk)“” 
We let l-* be the transitive reflexive closure of I- . An ID (e, n 1, . . . , nk ) is 
accepting if for some t in F9 ns = 1 and ni = 0 for all i # t. 
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L(M)={w 1 there isan accepting ID I, (w, I, 0,. . . , O)l--“I) 
and is called a computation sequence set or Petri net language. We let CSSk be the 
far lily of languages accepted by &-place Petri net machines and CSS = \JkCSSk. 
Ubserve that a k-place Petri net machine M is already defined as a quasirealtime 
pP.rtially blind k-counter machine if we regard “places” as “counters”, with the 
following restrictions and modifications: (1) M has no e-moves and so is 
nondeterministic realtime, (2) M has no states (or is one-state), (3) M’ can add or 
subtract integers other than 1 and in one step first subtracts ;r.nd then adds, (4) M 
starts with 3 in ihe first place (counter) and the others 0, (5) M accepts with all but 
one place (counter) empty and that place contains 1 and is a designared accepting 
place. It is tedious but straightforward to construct a quasirealtime partially blind 
k-counter machine to simulate M. On the other hand, the given resl.rictions and 
modifications do not limit accepting power. Standard constructions can always 
convert a quasirealtime partially blind k-counter machine to one with delay 0. 
Instead of t states, we can use another t counters with transitions arranged so that 
one of these counters contains 1 and the others 0 and, further, counter i is 1 if and 
only if th , machine is supposed to be in state qi. Thus, the following lemma is 
immediate (and is not new). 
Lemma 3. 
(a) For each k 2 1, CSSk c k-PBLIND(n). 
(b) If it4 is a vzondeterministic realtime partially blind k-counter machine with i 
states, which does not accepte, then L(A4) is in CS&+,,; ife is in L(M), L(M) 
is in CSStk+r+lj. 
Hence, US is principal as an intersection closed semiAFL but is not a principal 
semiAFL. 
Theorem 5. CSS = PBLIND(n)= &(L2) and for each k, CSSk 5 CSSktl, k- 
PBLIND(n)S (k -I- I)-PBLIND(n), and so CSS is not a principal serzzi~FL. 
Proof. For each i, let Ui and bi be new symbols, let ck ={a~, . . . , ok, 61, . . , bk}, 
and let hi be the homomorphism which turns ai to a, and bi to b and ex ;ises ~11 other 
symbols. Fx each k, let 
Ak=(W ins: tfor 1 G i s k, hi(w) is in Lz}. 
A k-place Petri net machine kfk for al& has accepted place 1 and transitions for 
input Qi which add 1 co place i, and for input 6, which decrease place i by 1, Icavin 7, 
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the other places unchanged. The language 
* &+I nay * 9 l 9 aE+lbg+l - 8. bl 
= (ayt . . . &+ybp+3s e . . I$ jni~O,lai~k+l} 
is not in ~-cOG?&EH@~) ~0, XWJ, anci jler&cC not in k-PBLPND(n ). Thus, Ak+l and 
aaAk+l are not in k-PBLIND(n), \ishich ;5 a semiAFL. Henc y:, alAk+l is in 
CSSk+l -CSSk and in (k + lj-PBLIND(n)- k-PBLIND(n). Since k-PBLINB(rr) is 
a semiAFL [7,8], PBLIND(n) = CSS cannot be a principal semiAFL. q 
ti 
The membership problem for @(CSS)= PBLIND can be related to the 
reachability problem for vector addition systems and the emptiness problem for 
Petri net I;anguages in the usual way. 
Cemma 4. The fo4Zowing are equivalent: 
(1) The reachability problem for vector addition systems is decidable. 
il F Tit? emptiness problem for Petri net languages is decidable. 
(3) The mdrfzbership problem for PBLIND is decidable. ., 
Proof, Statements (1) and (2) are known to be equivalent [1.5). If h is the 
homomorphism which erases everything, then for any language L, L + (b if and only 
if h(L) contains e. The transformations that take a Petri net machine M and a 
homomorphism h into a partially blind multicounter machine M’ with L(W)= 
!z(L(M)) are algorithmic. Hence (3) implies (2). On the other hand, suppose that 
the emptiness prohiem for Petri net languages were decidable, i.e., that there were 
an algorithm ti? descdde for each Petri net machine M whether L(M) = 4. Let .M be 
a partially blina multicounter machine with input alphabet C and c a. symbol not in 
Z There is an algorithm to obtain from M and w a partially blind multicounter 
machine &YW such that L(l\cp;, j = L(A4)n {w). There is an algorithm to obtain from 
A4,,, the partially blind multicounter machine A&,= which is identical to M,,, for 
transitions on input from C but substitutes for e-moves, transitions on input c. Thus 
MWec is a quasirealtime (and delay 0) partially blind multicounter machine such that 
L(M,J # cj5 if and only if w is in L(IM,) if and only if w is in L(M). There is an 
algorithm to obtain from M,,,, a Petri net machine ML,,, with L(M,,,) = L(M&). 
Hence, there is an algorithm to decide whether L(A&)= C$ and thus to decide 
whether w is In L(M). So (2) implies (3). c3 
Tlheorem 6. Irf the reachabilitt problem for vector addition systems is decidable, the 
folbwingkoki 
(1) PBLIND is a proper subset of the family of recursive languages, 
(2) PBLIND &es nst contain Lo* and & not closed under Kleene + , 
(3) PBLIND(n ) is not closed under Kleene + , 
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(4) PBLINDCn) has a decidable emptiness problem, 
(5) PBLIND(n)s COUNTER(n). 
H)Poo~. According to [Ml, the reachability problem for vector addition systems is 
decidable ard hence each member of PBLIND has a decidable membership prob- 
lecl and is recursive. Since PBLIND can be recursively enumerated (by Godeliza- 
tion of partially blind multicounter machines), it cannc; contain :mll recursive 
languages. Thus (1) would be a direct consequence of the decidabilily of the 
rt: achability problem for vector addition systems. 
Now PBLIND is an intersection closed full semiAFL and contains ED, so it would 
contain all recursively enumerable languages if either it contained ~5: [ 11, 131. or it 
were closed under Kleene -t , so (I) implies (2), and similarly for PBLIND(n ). 
Lemma 4 and Theorem 5 show that (1) implies (4). Since COUNTER(n) contains 
Lo* (and @(COUNTER(,n)) is the family of recursively enumerable languages), (5) 
is a consequence of (2). El 
Remarks. Paterson [15 ] states that Hack [12] has shown that CSS is not clo~cd 
under Kleenc f. Wrathall 1171 has shown that any context-free language can be 
defined from LO and regular -sets by use of the Boolean operations, inverse 
homomorphism and length-preserving homomorphism. There are context-free 
langlpage, not in COUNTER(n) [6,9]. Hence neither BLIND nor PRLIND(n) can 
be closed under cnmplemrntation, 
A curious point .lppears when we consider, in the proof of Theorem 4, the binary 
conversion language L which is in PBLINDjlin). The task involved in L is con- 
version of an ir.leger n in binary to an integer m in unary with m -2 .y! However, 
assuming the decidabiliay of the reachability problem for vector addition systems, 
partially blind machines cannot con\vert a binaq to a larger unary i~,teger. That is, 
PBLIND does not ccqtain 
1 ’ = (v~c0" 1 w E l{O, lj*, m a u(w)}. 
For if PBZIVL) contained L’, then, since it is an intersection anti reversal closed 
semiAFL., if, would contain 
{wcx ] w, XR E l{O, I}“, V(W)3 V(XR)i, 
hence {wcw” 1 w E (0, l}*) and so all r.e. languages [I]. 
R.elatec[ results on commutative languages and vector addition iI> >~CMS q~~tr ;I] 
[18] and [ 191, which contain come of the results of this paper in a IMtxent notatim. 
Ogan questions 
not !-onsidcxed here are (I) the relationship ;~mong otf-lillc 
(two-way 
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